FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA

Modena Trading Pty Ltd v Cantarella Bros Pty Ltd [2013] FCAFC 110

Citation: Modena Trading Pty Ltd v Cantarella Bros Pty Ltd [2013] FCAFC 110

Appeal from: Cantarella Bros Pty Limited v Modena Trading Pty Limited [2013] FCA 8
8 JADE Keys. Easier. Faster. Better

1. **Search Now** contains **Advanced Search** options, **Edit Search Corpus**, **Take a Tour** and **Current Selection**. The **Current Selection** feature is explored below.

2. **JADE CaseTrace** summarises all the citations used for and by this decision at a paragraph level. **CaseTrace** also details the statutory materials used in the matter.

3. **Jade Citator** details the citation at a **paragraph** level. From this view, you can choose to narrow or expand your search results.

4. **Citation Report** details the cases using this citation, citations applied by this case, and the legislative materials. This is also a quick link to the **Full Report** at the bottom of the web page.

5. **Litigation History** details the progression of a matter from trial to any appeals and if an appeal exists, a yellow banner will alert you.

6. **Personalisation** tools of **Tag** enables you to **Annotate**, **Tag** and **Comment** on the citation, and share the comments in a **Group**. **Add To Selection** assists you in saving content to specific folders as you research. A useful function when you are researching for multiple matters. **Print and Export** enables you to print, download and email the content. The downloaded document contains active links. **Visualisations** provides you with the ability to visually compare the citation in a timeline and find similar cases.

7. **Table of Contents** is searchable and breaks up the decision per the subheadings used in each judgment.

8. **My Jade** contains your **Account Information**, as well as a list of all your **Jademarks** (Annotations, Tags and Comments) and **Uploaded Documents** for easy and quick reference. **My Jade** is where you can edit your **Alerts**, manage your **Tags** and RSS Feeds.
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